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Exports rise G%forfirsttimein
7 months; imports down l9.6yo
Trade deficit

r declinds77%
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on its sustainability are anx_
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billior from $11.67 billion in the
year-agope od.
In imports, non-oil, Iron- ,
gold imports were down bv
u.63percenr ar 923,88 bilio;

billion in the year-ago month.

September against $26.02 bit-
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As such, the trade delicit
decltned

Exports glew for the first time
in seven months at 5.99 per
cent in September, boosred by
items such as pharmaceuticals
al1d engineering goods.
The $owth [umber was
higher than S.27 per cent esti-

mated in the first week of

was lower by 4708 per cent af,d
machinery electrical and non-

electdcal by 36.76 per cent,
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globally, exporters startet
receiving enquiries and orderc
helping many sectors to futher

show improved expofi per

fbrmance. which is likely to get

better and berter in nexr few
months.

iously awaited ir rhe light of
the second wave of Covid-19
Exports of high-valued
infections being experienced item s also statted
revelsing the
in many trading partners,,, declinjng trend. Engineering

goods expofis rose by S.44 per
cent, while electrcnic goods by
miniscule 0.O7 per cent.
Eugineering bodv EEPC
India Chaiman Mahesh Desai

said: "The challenge in the
extemal trade would continue
given the prcsent state ofglobal
health emeryency."
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exports could only be
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at
Exim Bank.
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will further increase.
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